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Termination Analysis of Tabled LogicPrograms Using Mode and TypeInformationSo�e Verbaeten Danny De SchreyeReport CW277, January 1999Department of Computer Science, K.U.LeuvenAbstractTabled logic programming is receiving increasing attention in ourcommunity. It avoids many of the shortcomings of SLD(NF) exe-cution and provides a more exible and often extremely e�cientexecution mechanism for logic programs. In particular, tabled exe-cution of logic programs terminates more often than execution basedon SLD-resolution. So, if a program can be proven to terminateunder SLD-resolution, then the program will trivially also termi-nate under SLG-resolution, the resolution principle of tabulation.But, since there are SLG-terminating programs which are not SLD-terminating, better proof techniques can be found. One of the fewapproaches studying termination of tabled logic programs was de-veloped by Decorte et al. They present necessary and su�cientconditions for two notions of termination under LG-resolution, i.e.SLG-resolution with left-to-right selection rule: quasi-terminationand (the stronger notion of) LG-termination. Starting from thesenecessary and su�cient conditions, we introduce su�cient conditionsfor quasi-termination and LG-termination which reason fully at theclause level and are easy to automatize. To this end, we use modeand type information: we consider simply moded, well-moded/well-typed programs and queries. We point out how our terminationconditions can be automatized, by extending the recently developedconstraint-based automatic termination analysis for SLD-resolutionby Decorte and De Schreye.Keywords : Logic Programming, Termination Analysis.CR Subject Classi�cation : I.2.3, I.2.2, F.3.1.



1 INTRODUCTIONTabled logic programming [6, 10, 25, 26] is receiving increasing attention in ourcommunity. It avoids many of the shortcomings of SLD(NF) execution andprovides a more exible and often extremely e�cient execution mechanism forlogic programs. In particular, tabled execution of logic programs terminatesmore often than execution based on SLD-resolution. So, if a program can beproven to terminate under SLD-resolution (by one of the existing automatedtechniques surveyed in [11]), then the program will trivially also terminate un-der SLG-resolution, the resolution principle of tabulation [10]. But, since thereare SLG-terminating programs which are not SLD-terminating, better prooftechniques can be found. One of the few works studying termination of tabledlogic programs is [14], in which necessary and su�cient conditions are givenfor two notions of termination under LG-resolution, i.e. SLG-resolution withleft-to-right selection rule; namely quasi-termination and (the stronger notionof) LG-termination. This paper is based on [14]. Starting from the neces-sary and su�cient conditions of [14], we present su�cient conditions for quasi-termination and LG-termination which reason fully at the clause level. Theseconditions form the basis for extending the automatic termination analysis forLD-resolution (SLD-resolution with left-to-right selection rule) of [13], in orderto automatically prove quasi-termination and LG-termination.The ideas underlying tabling are very simple. Essentially, under tabled ex-ecution mechanism, answers for selected atoms are stored in a table. When avariant of such an atom is recursively called, the selected atom is not resolvedagainst program clauses, instead, all corresponding answers computed so farare looked up in the table and the corresponding answer substitutions are ap-plied to the atom. This process is repeated for all subsequent computed answersubstitutions that correspond to the atom.We study universal termination of de�nite tabled logic programs executedunder SLG using a �xed left-to-right selection rule (we drop the \S" in SLDand SLG whenever we refer to the left-to-right selection rule). Note that, when-ever SLD-computation from an initial goal leads to in�nitely many di�erent,non-variant calls, the SLG-computation from this initial goal will also be in�-nite. This leads to the �rst basic notion of termination under tabled executionmechanism: quasi-termination. A program P is said to quasi-terminate w.r.t. aset of queries S i� for all A 2 S there are only �nitely many di�erent calls inthe LD-computation of A. Even when tabling, quasi-termination only partiallycorresponds to our intuitive notion of a \terminating computation". This is be-cause an atom can have in�nitely many computed answers (note that this doesnot have to lead to in�nitely many new calls). Therefore, the stronger notion ofLG-termination is introduced: P LG-terminates w.r.t. S i� P quasi-terminatesw.r.t. S and for all A 2 S the set of all computed answers for calls in theLD-computation of A is �nite.In [14], these two kinds of termination under tabled execution mechanism areintroduced and necessary and su�cient conditions for both notions are given.A key notion in the termination conditions of [14] is that of �nitely partitioninglevel mapping, i.e. a level mapping (a mapping from the set of atoms to IN)such that no in�nite set of atoms is mapped to the same natural number. Thelevel mappings which are used in the termination conditions of [14] are requiredto be �nitely partitioning on the call set of a set of queries S w.r.t. a programP , this is the set of all atoms which occur as selected atom in an LD-derivationstarting from a query of S. As opposed to termination conditions for (S)LD-resolution (see for instance [12]), where a strict decrease on the calls w.r.t. alevel mapping is required, in the termination condition for LG-resolution of2



[14], a non-strict decrease on the calls w.r.t. a level mapping is required, ifthe level mapping is �nitely partitioning on the call set. In most automaticapproaches to termination analysis, a level mapping j:j is de�ned as a positivelinear combinations of norms:jp(t1; : : : ; tn)j = nXi=1 lik ti kwith l1; : : : ; ln 2 IN depending on p=n, and where k : k is a norm, i.e. a mappingfrom the set of terms to IN, de�ned 0 on constants and variables, and recursivelyon terms of the form f(s1; : : : ; sm) as a positive linear combination of the normsof the arguments s1; : : : ; sm plus a constant cf , depending on the functor f=m:k f(s1; : : : ; sm) k = cf + mXi=1 kik si kwith cf ; k1; : : : ; km 2 IN depending on f=m. Hence, in order for such a levelmapping to be �nitely partitioning on the call set, the level mapping must takeinto account enough argument positions of predicates and functors.In order to automatize termination proofs, it is important to have a termi-nation condition which reasons fully at the clause level (and not on \calls" asin the termination condition of [14]). In most automatic approaches, like e.g.in [13], where a new strategy for automatically proving LD-termination is de-veloped, this is obtained by requiring that the level mapping is rigid on the callset. A level mapping is rigid on the call set if the value of an atom in the callset is invariant under substitutions. If a level mapping is rigid on the call set,the atoms in the call set can be considered as ground w.r.t. the level mapping.In this way, the problem of backpropagation of bindings in the calls is dealtwith, and the termination condition can be stated at the clause level. As wasshown in [7], in order for a level mapping to be rigid on the call set, the levelmapping may not take into account too many argument positions of predicatesand functors (more precisely, the positions of variables in the call set may notbe taken into account).In this paper, we present easy to automatize, su�cient conditions for provingtermination of de�nite logic programs under tabled execution mechanism. Asfollows from the above informal presentation of �nitely partitioning and rigidlevel mappings, we �rst show that a straightforward combination of the auto-matic approach towards LD-termination of [13], which relies on rigidity, withthe approach of [14] for tabled logic programs, which relies on �nitely partition-ing level mappings, o�ers some di�culties. But, for simply moded well-modedprograms and queries, we will be able to combine these two requirements andwe present easy to automatize, su�cient conditions for termination under LG-resolution in this case. We will also present another approach; instead of tryingto combine the rigidity requirement on the level mapping with the requirementto be �nitely partitioning, we will abandon the rigidity requirement and searchfor syntactical conditions on the program and set of queries which allow us toreason fully at the clause level in the termination condition. We present a so-lution for simply moded well-typed programs and queries, which generalizes ourresult for simply moded well-moded programs and queries.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the following section 2of preliminaries, we �rst recall the notion of SLG-resolution [10] for de�niteprograms. Next, we introduce modes and de�ne the notions of well-modednessand simplymodedness. Also types and the notions of well-typedness and genericexpressions for types are discussed. We end section 2 with some de�nitionsand properties of norms and level mappings. In the following section 3, the3



notion of quasi-termination and the necessary and su�cient condition for quasi-termination of [14], namely quasi-acceptability, is de�ned. We present easy toautomatize, su�cient conditions for quasi-termination of simply moded well-moded programs and queries in subsection 3.1, and of simply moded well-typedprograms and queries in subsection 3.2. In subsection 3.3, we point out howthe constraint-based approach of [13] (where a new strategy for automaticallyproving LD-termination of programs w.r.t. sets of queries is developed) needsto be changed in order to automatically prove quasi-termination of the kind ofprograms and queries considered in the subsections 3.1 and 3.2. In section 4,the stronger notion of LG-termination is studied. We present an optimalisationof the (necessary and su�cient) condition of [14] for de�nite programs, andstate easy to automatize conditions for simply moded well-moded programs andqueries in subsection 4.1 and simply moded well-typed programs and queries insubsection 4.2. Again, in subsection 4.3, we point out how the approach of[13] needs to be changed in order to automatically prove LG-termination of thekinds of programs and queries considered in the subsections 4.1 and 4.2. Weend with a conclusion and discussion on related works in section 5.2 PRELIMINARIESWe assume familiarity with the basic concepts of logic programming [20, 3].Throughout the paper, P will denote a de�nite logic program. The extendedHerbrand Universe, UEP , and the extended Herbrand Base, BEP , associated witha program P , were introduced in [16]. They are de�ned as follows. Let TermPand AtomP denote the set of respectively all terms and atoms that can beconstructed from the alphabet underlying P . The variant relation, denoted �,de�nes an equivalence. UEP and BEP are respectively the quotient sets TermP = �and AtomP = �. For any term t (or atom A), we denote its class in UEP (BEP ) as~t ( ~A). However, when no confusion is possible, we omit the tildes. By PredPand FunP , we denote the sets of predicate and function symbols (includingthe constant symbols, which are considered as nullary function symbols) of Prespectively. We assume that these sets are �nite.Let P be a program and p; q two predicate symbols of P . We say that prefers to q in P if there is a clause in P with p in the head and q occurring inthe body. We say that p depends on q in P , and write p w q, if (p; q) is in thereexive, transitive closure of the relation refers to. Note that, by de�nition,each predicate depends on itself. We write p ' q i� p w q, q w p (p and q aremutually recursive or p = q). If A = p(t1; : : : ; tn), then we denote by Rel(A)the predicate symbol p of A; i.e. Rel(A) = p.In analogy with [5], we will refer to SLD-derivations (see [20]) following theleft-to-right selection rule as LD-derivations. Other concepts will adopt thisnaming accordingly.De�nition 2.1 (call set) Given S � BEP , by Call(P; S) we denote the subsetof BEP such that B 2 Call(P; S) whenever an element of B is a selected literalin an LD-derivation for some P [ f Ag, with ~A 2 S.Throughout the paper we assume that in any derivation of a query w.r.t. aprogram, representatives of equivalence classes are systematically provided withfresh variables, to avoid the necessity of renaming apart.In sections 3 and 4, we study termination of SLG-resolution (see [10]), usinga �xed left-to-right selection rule, for a given set of atomic (top level) querieswith atoms in S � BEP . We will abbreviate SLG-resolution under left-to-rightselection rule by LG-resolution (which for de�nite programs is similar to OLDT-resolution [25, 18], modulo the fact that OLDT speci�es a more �xed control4



strategy and uses subsumption checking and term-depth abstraction instead ofvariant checking). In the next subsection, we formalise these notions.2.1 SLG-Resolution for De�nite ProgramsThis subsection is based on a subsection in [14]. We present a non-constructivede�nition of SLG-resolution that is su�cient for our purposes, and refer to [6,10, 25, 26] for more constructive formulations of (variants) of tabled resolution.De�nition 2.2 (pseudo SLG-tree, pseudo LG-tree) Let P be a de�niteprogram, R a selection rule and A an atom. A pseudo SLG-tree for P [f Agunder R is a tree �A such that:1. the nodes of �A are labeled by goals along with an indication of the selectedatom,2. the arcs are labeled by computed answer substitutions,3. the root of �A is  A,4. the children of the root A are obtained by resolution against all matchingprogram clauses in P ,5. the (possibly in�nitely many) children of non-root nodes can only be ob-tained by resolving the selected (using R) atom B of the node with clausesof the form B�  (not necessarily in P ).If R is the leftmost selection rule, �A is called a pseudo LG-tree for P [f Ag.We say that a pseudo SLG-tree �A for P [ f Ag is smaller than anotherpseudo SLG-tree � 0A for P [f Ag i� � 0A can be obtained from �A by attachingnew sub-branches to nodes in �A.A (computed) answer clause of a pseudo SLG-tree �A for P [ f Ag is aclause of the form A�  where � is the composition of the answer substitutionsfound on a branch of �A whose leaf is labeled by the empty goal.Intuitively, a pseudo SLG-tree (in an SLG-forest, see De�nition 2.3 below)represents the tabled computation of all answers for a given subgoal labelingthe root node of the tree. The trees in the above de�nition are called pseudoSLG-trees because there is no condition yet on which clauses B�  exactly areto be used for resolution in point (5). These clauses represent the answers found(possibly in another tree of the forest) for the selected atom. This interactionbetween the trees in an SLG-forest is captured in the following de�nition.De�nition 2.3 (SLG-forest, LG-forest) Let P be a de�nite program, R bea selection rule and S be a (possibly in�nite) set of atoms such that no twodi�erent atoms in S are variants of each other. F is an SLG-forest for P andS under R i� F is a set of minimal pseudo SLG-trees f�A j A 2 Sg where1. �A is a pseudo SLG-tree for P [ f Ag under R,2. every selected atom B of each node in some �A 2 F is a variant of anelement B0 of S, such that every clause resolved with B is a variant of ananswer clause of �B0 and vice versa.Let Q = A be an atomic query. An SLG-forest for P [fQg under R is anSLG-forest for a minimal set S with A 2 S.An LG-forest is an SLG-forest containing only pseudo LG-trees.5



Point (2) of De�nition 2.3, together with the imposed minimality of trees ina forest, now uniquely determines these trees. So we can drop the designation\pseudo" and refer to (S)LG-trees in an (S)LG-forest.Example 2.1 Let P be the following program de�ning the natural numbers:� nat(0)  nat(s(X))  nat(X)Let S = fnat(X)g. Then the (unique) (S)LG-forest for P and S, shown inFigure 1, consists of a single (S)LG-tree. Note that this tree has an in�nitelybranching node.
X=0 X=s(X’)

nat(X’)

X’=s(0)
......

X’=s(s(0))

nat(X)

X’=0Figure 1: SLG-forest for P [ f nat(X)g.Example 2.2 Let P a be the following program (the meaning of this program,called the a-transform (De�nition 4.2) of the program P of Example 2.1, willbecome clear in section 4, where the notion of LG-termination is introduced):8<: nat(0)  nat(s(X))  nat(X); nata(X)nata(X)  Let S = fnat(X)g. Then the LG-forest for P a and S contains an in�nitenumber of LG-trees, see Figure 2.
X=0 X=s(X’)

X’=s(0) X’=s(s(0))

nat(X’), nat^a(X’)

X’=0

nat^a(0) nat^a(s(0)) nat^a(s(s(0)))

......

......

......

nat(X) nat^a(0) nat^a(s(0)) nat^a(s(s(0)))

Figure 2: The (in�nite) LG-forest for Example 2.2.Note that we can use the notions of LD-derivation and LD-computation (asthey appear in the de�nition of the call set Call(P; S)) even in the contextof SLG-resolution, as the set of call patterns and the set of computed answersubstitutions are not inuenced by tabling; see e.g. [18, Theorem 2.1].6



2.2 Modes, Well-Modedness and Simply ModednessDe�nition 2.4 (mode) Let p be an n-ary predicate symbol. A mode for p isa function mp : f1; : : : ; ng ! fIn;Outg. If mp(i) = In (resp. Out), then wesay that i is an input (resp. output) position of p (w.r.t. mp).We assume that each predicate symbol has a unique mode. Multiple modescan be obtained by simply renaming the predicates. In examples, we will writethe mode mp for the predicate p as follows: p(mp(1); : : : ;mp(n)).For an atom A, we denote by V ar(A) the set of variables occurring in A. ByInV ar(A) we denote the set of variables occurring in input positions of A andby OutV ar(A) the set of variables occurring in output positions of A. Similarnotation is used for sequences of atoms. For a term t, we denote by V ar(t) theset of variables occurring in t. Similar notation is used for sequences of terms.The following concept of well-modedness, is essentially due to [15], we givethe formulation of [22]. For simplifying the notation, when writing an atom asp(u;v), we assume that u is the sequence of terms �lling in the input positionsof p and v is the sequence of terms �lling in the output positions of p.De�nition 2.5 (well-modedness)A clause p0(t0; sn+1) p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called well-moded if fori 2 [1; n+ 1] V ar(si) � i�1[j=0V ar(tj):A program is called well-moded i� every clause of it is well-moded.A query  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is well-moded i� the clause dummy  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is well-moded, where dummy is any nullary predicate.For instance the clause p(X; f(Y ))  q(X; g(Z)); q(Z; g(Y )) with modingp(In;Out), q(In;Out) is well-moded. Note that in a well-moded query, theterms that occur in the input positions of the leftmost atom are all ground.The next lemma shows the persistence of the notion of well-modedness [4].Lemma 2.1 An LD-resolvent of a well-moded goal and a well-moded clausethat is variable-disjoint with it, is well-moded.The following lemma states that well-moded programs are data driven [15].Lemma 2.2 Let P be a well-moded program and Q be a well-moded query. Allatoms selected in an LD-derivation of P [f Qg contain ground terms in theirinput positions.For a proof of the following lemma we refer to [2].Lemma 2.3 Let P be a well-moded program and Q be a well-moded query. Forevery computed answer substitution � of Q in P , Q� is ground.Next, we introduce the notion of simply-modedness [1]. A family of termsis called linear if every variable occurs at most once in it.De�nition 2.6 (simply modedness)A clause p0(s0; tn+1)  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called simply moded ift1; : : : ; tn is a linear family of variables and for i 2 [1; n]V ar(ti) \ ( i[j=0V ar(sj)) = ;:7



A program is called simply moded i� every clause of it is simply moded.A query p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is simplymoded i� the clause dummy  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is simply moded, where dummy is any nullary predi-cate.For instance the clauses r(X;Y; f(Z))  q(g(X); Y ); q(g(Y ); Z) and q(X;Y ) q(Z; Y ) with moding r(In;Out;Out) , q(In;Out) are simply moded. Notethat this last clause is not well-moded. The well-moded clause p(X; f(Y ))  q(X; g(Z)); q(Z; g(Y )) (with moding p(In;Out), q(In;Out)) from above is notsimply moded.The following persistence lemma was given in [1].Lemma 2.4 An LD-resolvent of a simply moded goal and a simply moded clausethat is variable-disjoint with it, is simply moded.An atom is called input/output disjoint if the family of terms occurring in itsinput positions has no variable in common with the family of terms occurringin its output positions. The following is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4.Lemma 2.5 Let P be a simply moded program and Q be a simply moded query.All atoms selected in an LD-derivation of P [ f Qg are input/output disjointand such that each of the output positions is �lled in by a distinct variable.In [1], it is argued that most programs are simply moded, and that oftennon-simply moded programs can be naturally transformed into simply modedones. In [1], the class of simply moded, well-moded programs and queries isshown to be uni�cation free, i.e. in the execution, uni�cation can be replacedby iterated matching.We conclude with a de�nition which will be useful in the termination condi-tions (Propositions 3.1, 3.2 in section 3 and Propositions 4.1, 4.2 in section 4).Recall that when writing an atom as p(u;v), we assume that u is the sequenceof terms �lling in the input positions of p and v is the sequence of terms �llingin the output positions of p.De�nition 2.7 (input-correct w.r.t. S) Let S � BEP and A = p(u;v) anatom. We call A input-correct w.r.t. S, denoted by AIn 2 SIn, i� there is anatom B = p(u;w) such that ~B 2 S.2.3 Types, Well-typedness and Generic ExpressionsIn the sequel, we also use types. A type is de�ned as a decidable set of termsclosed under substitution. A type T is called ground if all its elements areground, and non-ground otherwise. A typed term is a construct of the form s : S,where s is a term and S is a type. Given a sequence s : S = s1 : S1; : : : ; sn : Snof typed terms, we write s 2 S i� for any i 2 [1; n], we have si 2 Si.Example 2.3 We give some examples of types.� U : the set of all terms,� Ground: the set of all ground terms,� List: the set of all (possibly non-ground) nil-terminated lists (built on theempty list [ ] and the list constructor [:j:]),� Nat: the set of all natural numbers f0; s(0); s(s(0)); : : :g.8



Throughout the paper, we �x a speci�c set of types, denoted by Types. Wealso associate types with predicate symbols.De�nition 2.8 (type of a predicate) Let p be an n-ary predicate symbol. Atype for p is a function tp : f1; : : : ; ng ! Types. If tp(i) = T , we call T thetype associated with position i of p.De�nition 2.9 (correctly typed) Assuming a type tp for the predicate p, wesay that an atom p(s1; : : : ; sn) is correctly typed in position i i� si 2 tp(i).We say that p(s1; : : : ; sn) is correctly typed i� it is correctly typed in all itspositions.When every considered predicate has a mode and a type associated withit, we can talk about types of input positions and of output positions of anatom. An n-ary predicate p with a mode mp and type tp will be denoted byp(< mp(1) : tp(1) >; : : : ; < mp(n) : tp(n) >). To simplify the notation, whenwriting an atom as p(u : S;v : T) we assume that u : S is a sequence of typedterms �lling in the input positions of p and v : T is a sequence of typed terms�lling in the output positions of p. We call p(u : S;v : T) a typed atom.Next, we introduce the notion of well-typedness [9]. First, we need thefollowing concept of a type judgement.De�nition 2.10 ((true) type judgement)A statement of the form s : S) t : T is called a type judgement.A type judgement s : S ) t : T is true, notated j= s : S ) t : T, if for allsubstitutions �, s� 2 S implies t� 2 T.De�nition 2.11 (well-typedness)A clause p0(o0 : O0; in+1 : In+1) p1(i1 : I1;o1 : O1); : : : ; pn(in : In;on : On)is called well-typed if for j 2 [1; n+ 1]j= o0 : O0; : : : ;oj�1 : Oj�1) ij : Ij:A program is called well-typed i� every clause of it is well-typed.A query  p1(i1 : I1;o1 : O1); : : : ; pn(in : In;on : On) is well-typed i� theclause dummy  p1(i1 : I1;o1 : O1); : : : ; pn(in : In;on : On) is well-typed, wheredummy is any nullary predicate.Example 2.4 Let P be the following program computing all the lists which havea certain term as last element.last(X; [X])  last(X; [Y jR])  last(X;R)Then, P is well-typed w.r.t. the typing last(< In : U >;< Out : List >). Thisis because the following type judgements are true:X : U ) [X] : List ;X : U ) X : U ;X : U ^R : List ) [Y jR] : List :Note that in a well-typed query, the left-most atom is correctly typed in itsinput positions. The following lemma shows the persistence of the notion ofwell-typedness [9].Lemma 2.6 An LD-resolvent of a well-typed query and a well-typed clause thatis variable-disjoint with it, is well-typed.9



Corollary 2.1 Let P be a well-typed program and Q be a well-typed query. Allatoms selected in an LD-derivation of P [ f Qg are correctly typed in theirinput positions.In [1] the notion of generic expression for a type was introduced. Intuitively,a term t is a generic expression for a type T if it is more general than allelements of T which unify with t. This notion is the main tool in the approachof [1] towards replacing uni�cation by iterated matching. It turns out thatsurprisingly often the input positions of the heads of program clauses are �lledin by generic expressions for appropriate types (see [1]). We recall the de�nitionand basic properties, as stated in [1].De�nition 2.12 (generic expression for a type) Let T be a type. A termt is a generic expression for T i� for every s 2 T variable-disjoint with t, if suni�es with t then s is an instance of t.Example 2.5 Recall the types of Example 2.3.� [ ]; [X]; [XjY ]; [X;Y jZ]; : : : are generic expressions for the type List,� 0; s(X); s(s(s(X))); : : : are generic expressions for the type Nat.A term of the form f(X1; : : : ; Xm) with X1; : : : ; Xm a sequence of di�erentvariables is called a pure variable term.Lemma 2.7 [1, Lemma 3.7] Let T be a type. Then� variables are generic expressions for T ,� the only generic expressions for type U are variables,� if T does not contain variables, then every pure variable term is a genericexpression for T ,� if T is ground, then every term is a generic expression for T .In [1], the notion of input safe atom was introduced as follows.De�nition 2.13 (input safe atom) An atom is called input safe if� each of its input positions is �lled in with a generic expression for thisposition's type,� either the types of all input positions are ground or the terms �lling in theinput positions are mutually variable-disjoint.In particular, an atom is input safe if the types of all input positions areground.The following lemma follows from [1, Lemma 3.13]. It models a one-stepderivation of a simply moded well-typed query A with a simply moded well-typed clause with input safe head H. The parameter passing mechanism in thiscase is as follows. First the input values are passed from the atom A to the headH. Then the output values are passed from H to A.Lemma 2.8 Consider two variable-disjoint atoms A = p(u;v) and H = p(s; t)with the same predicate symbol p. Suppose that� A is correctly typed in its input positions and simply moded,� H is input safe. 10



If there is a mgu � for the set of equations fu = s;v = tg, then a mgu � = �1�2exists with� �1 is a mgu for fu = sg,Dom(�1) � InV ar(H) = V ar(s),Ran(�1) � InV ar(A) = V ar(u),� �2 is a mgu for fv = t�1g,Dom(�2) � OutV ar(A) = V ar(v),Ran(�2) � V ar(t�1) � OutV ar(H) [ InV ar(A) = V ar(t) [ V ar(u),� A� = p(u;v)� = p(u;v�2) = p(s�1; t�1) = p(s; t)� = H�,and � is equal to � modulo variable renaming.The fact that, in the previous lemma, � is equal to � modulo variable renam-ing follows from the following lemma proven in [19]: if � and �0 are two mgu'sof a set of equations, then for some renaming �, �0 = ��.Proposition 2.1 Let P be a simply moded well-typed program and B1; : : : ; Bnbe a simply moded well-typed query. Suppose that the heads of the clauses of Pare input safe.If � = �1 : : : �k is the substitution of a partial LD-derivation of B1; : : : ; Bnin P , then the input arguments of B1 are equal to the input arguments of B1�modulo variable renaming.Proof Recall that the notions of simply modedness and well-typedness arepersistent (Lemma 2.4 and 2.6). Because two mgu's of the same set ofequations are equal modulo renaming [19], it is su�cient to prove theproposition in the case that each �i, i = 1; : : : ; k, is of the form givenin Lemma 2.8 (note that the conditions of that lemma are satis�ed ineach step). We prove that in this case, the input arguments of B1 areequal to the input arguments of B1� = B1�1 : : : �k, i.e. no substitution�i, i = 1; : : : ; k, is ever applied on variables of InV ar(B1). For this, it issu�cient to prove the following two statements for every i = 1; : : : ; k:� the variables of InV ar(B1) do not occur in the output positions ofthe i'th query in the partial LD-derivation of  B1; : : : ; Bn in P ,� in the i'th step of the partial LD-derivation of  B1; : : : ; Bn in P ,the domain of the mgu �i does not include variables of InV ar(B1).We will prove these two statements by induction on the length of thepartial LD-derivation.If i = 1, the �rst statement follows from the fact that the (�rst) query  B1; : : : ; Bn is simply moded. The second statement follows from Lemma2.8.Suppose i > 1 and suppose that the two statements are true for i � 1.That is, variables of InV ar(B1) do not occur in the output positionsof the (i � 1)'th query and the mgu �i�1 is not applied on variables ofInV ar(B1). We prove the two statements for i.� We prove that the variables of InV ar(B1) do not occur in theoutput positions of the resulting i'th query. Let  C1; : : : ; Cmbe the (i � 1)'th query and H  B01; : : : ; B0r be the clause withwhich it is resolved. So, �i�1 = mgu(C1;H) and the resulting11



i'th query is  (B01; : : : ; B0r; C2; : : : ; Cm)�i�1. Because we assumedthat �i�1 is of the form given in Lemma 2.8, we can write �i�1 =�i�11 �i�12 (see Lemma 2.8), and so the i'th query is equal to  (B01; : : : ; B0r)�i�11 ; (C2; : : : ; Cm)�i�12 . From Lemma 2.8 we know thatDom(�i�11 ) � InV ar(H). From the fact that H  B01; : : : ; B0n issimply moded (more speci�cally from the fact that output positionsin the body don't share variables with the input positions of thehead), we can conclude that (B01; : : : ; B0n)�i�11 does not contain vari-ables of InV ar(B1) in the output positions. From Lemma 2.8 wealso know that Dom(�i�12 ) � OutV ar(C1). From the induction hy-pothesis, we know that  C1; : : : ; Cm does not contain variables ofInV ar(B1) in the output positions. Because  C1; : : : ; Cm is sim-ply moded, more speci�cally because the output arguments form alinear family of variables, we hence have that (C2; : : : ; Cm)�i�12 doesnot contain variables of InV ar(B1) in the output positions.� Next we prove that the domain of the mgu of the i'th step, �i, doesnot include variables of InV ar(B1). This follows from Lemma 2.8;the domain of �i is included in the set of input variables of the headof the clause used in the i'th step union the set of output variablesof B01�i�1 (which, as we already proved, doesn't contain variables ofInV ar(B1)). 2Corollary 2.2 Let P be a simply moded well-typed program and A 2 BEP be asimply moded well-typed query. Suppose that the heads of the clauses of P areinput safe.If � = �1 : : : �k is the substitution of a partial LD-derivation of  A in P ,then the input arguments of A are equal to the input arguments of A� modulovariable renaming.In particular, this holds when � is an LD-computed answer substitution forP [ f Ag.This corollary is interesting because it shows that if P and A are simplymoded well-typed and if the heads of the clauses in P are input safe, then in ev-ery LD-derivation of P[f Ag the input arguments ofA get never instantiated.This will be useful in the termination condition for simply moded well-typedprograms and queries (Propositions 3.2 and 4.2). Namely, if the heads of theclauses of the program are input safe, we are no longer forced to reason on\calls" in the termination condition, instead, the termination condition can beeasily stated at the clause level, which is useful in the context of an automatictermination analysis.In [1] it was shown that if a program P and query Q are well-typed andsimply moded and if the heads of the clauses in P are input safe, P [ f Qg is uni�cation free. We refer to the list of program examples (taken fromthe book of Sterling and Shapiro [24]) in the discussion section of [1], whereappropriate modings and typings for the considered predicates are given suchthat the programs are simply moded well-typed and the heads of their clausesare input safe. Note that for surprisingly many programs appropriate modingsand typings can be found.2.4 Norms and Level MappingsWe recall the de�nitions of norm and level mapping.12



De�nition 2.14 (norm) A norm is a function k : k : UEP ! IN.De�nition 2.15 (level mapping) A level mapping is a function j:j : BEP !IN. A level mapping or norm is said to be trivial if it is the constant 0-mapping.We introduce the following notations and concepts.De�nition 2.16 (functor and predicate coe�cients) The set of functorcoe�cients, FC(P ), respectively predicate coe�cients, PC(P ), associated to aprogram P are the sets of symbols� FC(P ) = ffi j f=m 2 FunP ^ i 2 f0; 1; : : : ;mgg ,� PC(P ) = fpi j p=n 2 PredP ^ i 2 f1; : : : ; ngg .Here, all norms and level mappings will be of a speci�ed form (for the normsthis is a slight variant of the semi-linear norms [8]). We �rst introduce thesesymbolic forms for the norm and level mapping, with symbols in FC(P )[PC(P ).A concrete norm or level mapping is then obtained by giving values to thesymbols in FC(P ) [ PC(P ) in IN. Let V arP denote the set of variables in aprogram and ConstP denote the set of constant symbols in a program.De�nition 2.17 (symbolic norm and level mapping)The symbolic norm k : kS is de�ned as:8><>: k X kS = 0; X 2 V arP ;k c kS = 0; c 2 ConstP ;k f(t1; : : : ; tm) kS = f0 +Pmi=1 fik ti kSwith fi 2 FC(P ), for i 2 f0; : : : ;mg.The symbolic level mapping j:jS is de�ned as:jp(t1; : : : ; tn)jS = nXi=1 pik ti kSwith pi 2 PC(P ), for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.De�nition 2.18 (symbol mapping) A symbol mapping is a mapping s :FC(P )[ PC(P )! IN.A symbol mapping s induces in a natural way a norm and a level mapping,by mapping the coe�cient symbols in the symbolic norm and level mapping totheir actual values under s.De�nition 2.19 (norm and level mapping induced by s) Let s be a symbolmapping.The norm k : ks induced by s is de�ned in the following natural way:8<: k X ks = 0; X 2 V arP ;k c ks = 0; c 2 ConstP ;k f(t1; : : : ; tm) ks = s(f0) +Pmi=1 s(fi)k ti ks :The level mapping j:js induced by s is de�ned in the following natural way:jp(t1; : : : ; tn)js = nXi=1 s(pi)k ti ks:13



For example, the term-size norm is induced by the symbol mapping s withs(fi) = 1, i = 0; : : : ; n, for all f=n 2 FunP , n > 0.In the rest of this subsection, we introduce the notions of rigid and �nitelypartitioning level mapping. As we will see, these notions turn out to be veryuseful in the context of a termination analysis. In particular, the notion ofrigid level mapping [8] deals with the problem of backpropagation of bindingsin the calls. Instead of reasoning on \calls" in the termination condition, a levelmapping which is rigid on the call set allows us to reason fully at the clause level,which is important in the context of an automatic termination analysis [13]. In[14], the notion of �nitely partitioning level mapping was shown to be crucial inthe context of a termination condition of tabled logic programs. Namely, in thequasi-acceptability condition (De�nition 3.2 further on), which was shown tobe equivalent with quasi-termination of tabled logic programs (Theorem 3.1),a non-strict decrease on the calls is required w.r.t. a level mapping which is�nitely partitioning on the call set.De�nition 2.20 (rigid level mapping) Let j:j be a level mapping and A 2BEP . The level mapping j:j is called rigid on A i� its value on A is invariantunder substitutions, i.e. 8� : jA�j = jAj.The level mapping j:j is rigid on a set of atoms S � BEP i� j:j is rigid on allA 2 S.Following the syntactic characterisation of rigidity of terms under semi-linearnorms of [7], we have the following necessary and su�cient condition for rigidityof a level mapping on a set of atoms.Lemma 2.9 (rigid level mapping: necessary and su�cient condition)Let j:js be a non-trivial level mapping (induced by the symbol mapping s) andS � BEP . Then, j:js is rigid on S i�for any atom p(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn) in S and any occurrence of a variable X, oc-curring within some argument ti of p(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn), either s(pi) = 0 or thereis a subterm of ti (possibly ti itself), f(s1 ; : : : ; sj ; : : : ; sm), with sj containingthe occurrence of X, such that s(fj) = 0.(i.e. no occurrence of a variable in an atom of S is measured by j:js)Proof (: Suppose the condition on the level mapping is satis�ed. Then j:jsis rigid on S. This can easily be seen because the positions of all thevariables occurring in the atoms of S are not taken into account by thelevel mapping, so instantiating an atom in S does not change its valueunder j:js.): Suppose j:js is rigid on S. We prove that j:js satis�es the conditionof the lemma. Suppose that there is an atom p(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn) withti containing a free variable X, in S and s(pi) 6= 0 and all the func-torarguments fj leading to this positions of X are such that s(fj) 6= 0(possibly there are no functorarguments leading to the position of Xif ti = X). We prove a contradiction with the rigidity of j:js on S.Let t be a term such that k t ks 6= 0, with k : ks the norm underlyingthe level mapping j:js (note that such a term t exists, since j:js is non-trivial). Consider the substitution � = fX=tg. Then it is easy to seethat jp(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn)js 6= jp(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn)�js and this gives a con-tradiction. 2Next, we introduce the notion of �nitely partitioning level mapping, whichis crucial in the context of termination of tabled logic programs [14].14



De�nition 2.21 (�nitely partitioning level mapping) Let j:j be a levelmapping and S � BEP . The level mapping j:j is called �nitely partitioning on Si� 8n 2 IN : ]((j:j)�1(n) \ S) <1.It is easy to see that if the set S is �nite, all level mappings are �nitelypartitioning on S (in particular this is the case if the Herbrand Universe is�nite). For an in�nite set of atoms which is closed under substitution, we givea necessary condition on a level mapping to be �nitely partitioning on that set.Lemma 2.10 (�nitely partitioning level mapping: necessary condi-tion) Assume the Herbrand Universe is in�nite. Let j:js be a level mapping(induced by the symbol mapping s) and S � BEP be an in�nite set closed undersubstitution. If j:js is �nitely partitioning on S,then for any atom p(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn) in S and any variable X, occurring inp(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn), there is a term ti in which X occurs such that s(pi) 6= 0and for all subterms of ti (including ti itself), f(s1; : : : ; sj ; : : : ; sm), with sjcontaining the occurrence of X, s(fj) 6= 0.(i.e. some occurrence of a variable in an atom of S is measured by j:js)Proof ): Suppose j:js is �nitely partitioning on S. We prove that the con-dition on j:js is satis�ed. Suppose that there is an atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) inS and a variable X occurring in p(t1; : : : ; tn) such that no occurrence ofX in p(t1; : : : ; tn) is measured by the level mapping j:js (i.e. the negationof the condition in the lemma is true). Consider the following in�niteset of substitutions f�t = fX=tg j t 2 HUg (with HU the (in�nite)Herbrand Universe). Because S is closed under substitution, the in�niteset of atoms fp(t1; : : : ; tn)�t j t 2 HUg is a subset of S. It is easy tosee that jp(t1; : : : ; tn)�tjs = jp(t1; : : : ; tn)�t0 js, 8t; t0 2 HU . This gives acontradiction with the fact that j:js is �nitely partitioning on S. 2As one can see from Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10, for in�nite sets closedunder substitution the notions of rigid and �nitely partitioning level mappingare in a sense contradictory. This suggests that combining the constraint-basedapproach of [13], which relies on rigidity, with the approach of [14] for tabledlogic programs, which relies on �nitely partitioning level mappings, will not befeasable -at least not in the context of sets which are closed under substitution.We will deal with this problem in two ways.First, we will consider simply moded well-moded programs and queries (sub-sections 3.1 and 4.1). For well-moded programs and sets of queries, we will givea su�cient condition on a level mapping in order for it to be rigid on the callset of the set of queries w.r.t. the program (see Proposition 2.2 below). We willalso give a su�cient condition on a level mapping in order for it to be �nitelypartitioning on the call set of a set of simply moded queries w.r.t. a simplymoded program (see Proposition 2.3 below). As we will see, we will be able tocombine these su�cient conditions on a level mapping in order for it to be rigidand �nitely partitioning on the call set of a set of simply moded well-modedqueries w.r.t. a simply moded well-moded program.In the second approach, we consider simply moded well-typed programs andqueries (subsections 3.2 and 4.2). Again, we will use Proposition 2.3 (see below)which gives a su�cient condition on a level mapping in order for it to be �nitelypartitioning on the call set of a set of simply moded queries w.r.t. a simplymoded program. But, we will abandon the rigidity requirement on the levelmapping. Instead, we will use Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 which give asu�cient condition on a simply moded well-typed program such that the inputarguments of a simply moded well-typed query get never instantiated during a15



derivation (namely, that the heads of the clauses are input safe). This will giveus a way to reason at the clause level (and not on the calls) in the terminationcondition.In the rest of this subsection, we will use mode-information, in particularwell-modedness and simply modedness, to obtain su�cient conditions on a levelmapping in order for it to be rigid or �nitely partitioning on the call set. First,we need the following de�nition.De�nition 2.22 (measuring only/all input) Let j:js be a level mapping (in-duced by the symbol mapping s) and S � BEP .We say that j:js measures only input positions in S i�� for every predicate p=n occurring in S: if for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng s(pi) 6= 0,then mp(i) = In,We say that j:js measures all input positions in S i�� for every predicate p=n occurring in S: if mp(i) = In, then s(pi) 6= 0, and� for every functor f=m, m > 0, occurring in an input position of an atomin S: s(fi) 6= 0 for all i 2 f0; : : : ;mg.Proposition 2.2 Let P be a well-moded program and S be a set of well-modedqueries. Let j:js be a level mapping which measures only input positions inCall(P; S). Then, j:js is rigid on Call(P; S).Proof Because well-moded programs are data-driven (Lemma 2.2), all atomsin Call(P; S) contain ground terms in their input positions. So variablescan only occur in the output positions of atoms in Call(P; S). Since j:jsmeasures only input positions in Call(P; S), it follows from Lemma 2.9that j:js is rigid on Call(P; S). 2Proposition 2.3 Let P be a simply moded program and S be a set of simplymoded queries. Let j:js be a level mapping which measures all input positions inCall(P; S). Then, j:js is �nitely partitioning on Call(P; S).Proof Take n 2 IN. We prove that ]((j:js)�1(n) \ Call(P; S)) < 1. SinceP and S are simply moded, all atoms in Call(P; S) contain a linearfamily of variables in their output positions (Lemma 2.5). Hence, sincej:js measures all input positions in Call(P; S) (and there are only a �nitenumber of function symbols), there are only a �nite number of atoms inCall(P; S) with value n under j:js. 2Obviously, this proposition can be stated more general (and we will use alsothis formulation in the sequel), namely: if j:js is a level mapping which measuresall input positions in S0 � Call(P; S), then j:js is �nitely partitioning on S0 .It follows from Proposition 2.2 and 2.3 that, if P is a simply moded well-moded program, S a set of simply moded well-moded queries and j:js a levelmapping which measures all and only input positions in Call(P; S), then j:js isrigid and �nitely partitioning on Call(P; S). This will be used in the terminationconditions in subsection 3.1 (Proposition 3.1) and subsection 4.1 (Proposition4.1).3 QUASI-TERMINATIONA �rst basic notion of termination under tabled execution mechanism is quasi-termination (see [14]). It is de�ned as follows.16



De�nition 3.1 (quasi-termination) Let P be a program and S � BEP . Pquasi-terminates w.r.t. S i� for all A which have a representant in S, the LG-forest for P [ f Ag consists of a �nite number of LG-trees.Note that the program P of Example 2.1 (subsection 2.1) which de�nes thenatural numbers, quasi-terminates w.r.t. fnat(X)g; the LG-forest of P [ f nat(X)g consists of one LG-tree. The program P a of Example 2.2 does notquasi-terminate w.r.t. fnat(X)g.Lemma 3.1 [14, Lemma 3.1] Let P be a program and S � BEP . P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S i� for every A in S, Call(P; fAg) is �nite.It follows from Lemma 2.5 that if P and S are simply moded, all atoms inCall(P; S) are such that the output positions are �lled in by a linear family ofvariables. Hence, for simply moded programs and queries, we can state Lemma3.1 as follows.Corollary 3.1 Let P be a simply moded program and S � BEP be a set of simplymoded queries. P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S i� for every A in S, the set of allterms that occur in input positions of the atoms in Call(P; fAg) is �nite.It is easy to see that LD-termination of P w.r.t. S implies quasi-terminationof P w.r.t. S. Note that when a program is quasi-terminating w.r.t. a queryQ, there are a �nite number of trees in the LG-forest, all of them have �nitebranches, but, possibly, they are in�nitely branching. In the next section 4,we introduce and provide conditions for the stronger notion of LG-termination,which requires that the LG-forest consists of a �nite number of �nite LG-trees.In [14], the quasi-acceptability condition was introduced and it was shownto be equivalent with quasi-termination.De�nition 3.2 (quasi-acceptability w.r.t. S) Let P be a program and S �BEP . If there is a level mapping j:j which is �nitely partitioning on Call(P; S)such that� for every atom A such that ~A 2 Call(P; S),� for every clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P such that mgu(A;H) = � exists,� for every Bi, i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,� for every LD-computed answer substitution �i�1 for  (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�,jAj � jBi��i�1j;then, we say that P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. S and j:j.Theorem 3.1 [14, Theorem 3.1] Let P be a program and S � BEP . P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. S and some level mapping j:j which is �nitely partitioning onCall(P; S) i� P is quasi-terminating w.r.t. S.In order to prove quasi-termination in an automatic way, we need (1) a ter-mination condition which reasons fully at the clause level (and not on calls), and(2) a syntactical condition on a level mapping in order to be �nitely partition-ing. Concerning (2), we will use Proposition 2.3, and consider simply modedprograms in the sequel. In the next subsection 3.1, we will consider simplymoded well-moded programs. In order to deal with non-ground input, we willconsider simply moded well-typed programs in subsection 3.2.17



3.1 Simply Moded Well-Moded Programs and QueriesIn order to be able to reason fully at the clause level in the termination condition,the notion of rigid level mapping was shown to be useful (see for instance therigid acceptability condition of [13] in the context of LD-termination). For well-moded programs P and sets of queries S, we know that a level mapping is rigidon Call(P; S) if it measures only the input positions in Call(P; S) (Proposition2.2). Proposition 2.3 provides us with a su�cient condition on a level mappingto be �nitely partitioning on Call(P; S), in case the program P and set ofqueries S are simply moded. Namely, the level mapping has to measure allinput positions in Call(P; S). Combined together, we have the following result.Proposition 3.1 Let P be a simply moded well-moded program and S � BEPbe a set of simply moded well-moded queries. Let j:j be a level mapping whichmeasures all and only the input positions in Call(P; S) and such that� for any clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P ,� for any atom Bi, i 2 f1; ::; ng,� for any correct answer substitution  for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1,such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P; S)In,jH j � jBi j;then P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. S. Hence, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S.Proof Suppose the above condition is satis�ed for P . Note that, becauseP and S are simply moded well-moded, it follows from Propositions 2.2and 2.3 that j:j is rigid and �nitely partitioning on Call(P; S). Let Abe an atom such that ~A 2 Call(P; S). Let H  B1; : : : ; Bn be a clausein P such that mgu(A;H) = � exists. Let �i�1 be an LD- computedanswer substitution for  (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)� (in the case i = 1, �i�1 isthe empty substitution). Then, ��i�1 is a correct answer substitution for B1; : : : ; Bi�1. We have to prove that jAj � jBi��i�1j (Theorem 3.1).Because (H��i�1)In = (A��i�1)In = AIn (A is a well-moded query, soground in its input positions), we have that (H��i�1)In 2 Call(P; S)In.Also, it is easy to see that (B1��i�1)In; : : : ; (Bi��i�1)In 2 Call(P; S)In.Hence, we know that jH��i�1j � jB��i�1j. Because A� = H�, jA��i�1j =jH��i�1j. Now, since A 2 Call(P; S) and j:j is rigid on Call(P; S),jA��i�1j = jAj. Thus, jAj = jH��i�1j, therefore jAj � jBi��i�1j. 2In the following examples, we will prove quasi-termination of a simplymodedwell-moded program w.r.t. a set of simply moded well-moded queries, by apply-ing Proposition 3.1. Note that we can remove the restriction on  in the thirdcondition of the proposition (namely that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2Call(P; S)In) and prove the condition for a bigger class of substitutions  (thisremoval might simplify the termination proof). Obviously, we can still concludequasi-termination.Example 3.1 Let P be the program of Example 2.1 of subsection 2.1 de�ningthe natural numbers. Let S be the set fnat(X)g. Consider the moding nat(Out).Then, P and S are simply moded well-moded.We prove that P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S by applying Proposition 3.1. Letthe level mapping j:j be the trivial level mapping (which maps everything to 0).Then, j:j measures all and only the input positions in Call(P; S) (there are no18



input positions). And trivially, jnat(s(X))j = 0 � 0 = jnat(X)j. Hence, Pquasi-terminates w.r.t. S. Note that P doesn't LD-terminates w.r.t. S. Notethat P also doesn't LG-terminate w.r.t. S. The LG-forest has one in�nitelybranching LG-tree.Example 3.2 Let P be the following program8<: even(0)  even(s(X))  odd(X)odd(s(X))  even(X)with moding even(Out); odd(Out) and S = feven(X); odd(X)g. Then, P andS are simply moded well-moded. Similarly as in the previous example, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S.Example 3.3 Consider the following program P computing all the paths in a(cyclic) graph from one node to the reachable nodes.8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: edge(a; b)  edge(b; c)  edge(c; a)  edge(c; d)  path(X;X; [ ])  path(X;Y; [Y ])  edge(X;Y )path(X;Z; [Y jL])  edge(X;Y ); path(Y; Z; L)with moding edge(In;Out) and path(In;Out;Out). Then it is easy to see thatP is simply moded well-moded. Consider the (simply moded well-moded) querypath(a; Z; L).P quasi-terminates w.r.t. fpath(a; Z; L)g. To prove this, we apply Propo-sition 3.1. Let j:j be the following level mapping (which measures all and onlyinput positions in Call(P; fpath(a; Z; L)g)):jedge(t1; t2)j = k t1 k;jpath(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k;where k : k is the term-size norm.Then, for every substitution  , jpath(X;Y; [Y ]) j = k X k � k X k =jedge(X;Y ) j and jpath(X;Z; [Y jL]) j = k X k � k X k = jedge(X;Y ) j.Now, because every correct answer substitution  for  edge(X;Y ), is of theform fX=c1; Y=c2g, with c1 and c2 constants, also jpath(X;Z; [Y jL]) j = k X k� k Y  k = jpath(Y; Z; L) j.This proves that P quasi-terminates w.r.t. fpath(a; Z; L)g. Note that P doesnot LD-terminate w.r.t. fpath(a; Z; L)g. Also, P does not LG-terminate w.r.t.fpath(a; Z; L)g (there are in�nitely many (cyclic) paths from a to itself).In the previous three examples, the set of all terms that occur in inputpositions of S is �nite. In the next example, the set of simply moded well-moded queries S contains an in�nite number of atoms with an in�nite numberof di�erent terms in the input positions.Example 3.4 Similarly as the program of Example 3.3, the following programP computes the paths from a given node to the reachable nodes. But here thegraph is given as an input parameter; it is represented as a list of terms e(x; y),indicating that there is an edge from node x to node y.8>>>><>>>>: path(X;Ed;X; [ ])  path(X;Ed; Y; [Y ])  member(X;Ed; Y )path(X;Ed; Z; [Y jL])  member(X;Ed; Y ); path(Y;Ed; Z; L)member(X; [e(X;Y )jL]; Y )  member(X; [e(X1 ; X2)jL]; Y )  member(X;L; Y )19



with moding path(In; In;Out;Out) and member(In; In;Out). Then P is sim-ply moded well-moded. Let C = fa; b; c; dg be a set of constant symbols. Considerthe following (in�nite) set of simply moded well-moded queriesS = fpath(x; ed; Y; L) j x 2 C and ed is a nil-terminated list of terms e(y; z)with y; z 2 Cg.We prove that P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S by applying Proposition 3.1. Letj:j be the following level mapping (satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.1):jpath(t1; t2; t3; t4)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;jmember(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;with k : k the term-size norm.Consider the second clause. Let  be a substitution, then it is easy tosee that jpath(X;Ed; Y; [Y ]) j = k X k + k Ed k � k X k + k Ed k =jmember(X;Ed; Y ) j.For the third clause, we can apply the same reasoning for the �rst body atom.Concerning the second body atom, let  be a correct answer substitution for member(X;Ed; Y ), such that path(X;Ed; Z; [Y jL]) ; member(X;Ed; Y ) and path(Y;Ed; Z; L) are input-correct w.r.t. Call(P; S). It is easy to see that binds Ed to a nil-terminated list of e(x; y)-terms, with x; y 2 C and that  binds X and Y to a constant in C. Hence, jpath(X;Ed; Z; [Y jL]) j = k X k+ k Ed k � k Y  k + k Ed k = jpath(Y;Ed; Z; L) j.Finally, consider the non-unit clause for member. Let  be a substitu-tion, then jmember(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y ) j = k X k+ k [e(X1; X2)jL] k �k X k+ k L k = jmember(X;L; Y ) j.Note again that P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. S (for the same reason as inExample 3.3). But, if S0 is the subset of S consisting of atoms path(x; ed; Y; L),where x 2 C and ed is a nil-terminated list of e(y; z)-terms, y; z 2 C, repre-senting an acyclic graph, then P LG-terminates w.r.t. S0 . We even have thatP LD-terminate w.r.t. S0 .3.2 Simply Moded Well-Typed Programs and QueriesIn the previous subsection, we considered well-moded programs and queries,and hence we only dealt with ground input. In this subsection, we want toextend this in order to be able to deal with non-ground input as well. We willconsider simply moded well-typed programs and queries. Again, we will use thefact that for a simply moded program P and a set of simply moded queries S, alevel mapping is �nitely partitioning on the call set Call(P; S), if it measures allinput positions. In order to be able to state a condition for quasi-terminationwhich reasons fully at the clause level, we use Proposition 2.1 and Corollary2.2. In Corollary 2.2, we proved that for a simply moded well-typed program Pand query A, such that the heads of the clauses of P are input safe, the inputarguments of A get never instantiated during an LD-derivation.Proposition 3.2 Let P be a simply moded well-typed program and S � BEP bea set of simply moded well-typed queries. Suppose that the heads of the clausesin P are input safe. Let j:j be a level mapping which measures all and only theinput positions in Call(P; S) and such that� for any clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P ,� for any atom Bi, i 2 f1; ::; ng,� for any correct answer substitution  for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1,such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P; S)In,20



jH j � jBi j;then P is quasi-acceptable w.r.t. S. Hence, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S.Proof Let P , S and j:j satisfy the condition of the proposition. BecauseP and S are simply moded and j:j measures all input positions, j:j is�nitely partitioning on Call(P; S) (Lemma 2.3). Let A be an atom suchthat ~A 2 Call(P; S) and H  B1; : : : ; Bn be a clause in P such thatmgu(A;H) = � exists and let i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and �i�1 be an LD-computedanswer substitution for  (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�. We have to prove that jAj �jBi��i�1j. The substitution ��i�1 is a correct answer substitution for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1. From Corollary 2.2, we know that the input arguments ofA are equal to the input arguments of A��i�1 modulo variable renaming.Because H��i�1 = A��i�1, we have that (H��i�1)In 2 Call(P; S)In. Be-cause of Proposition 2.1, we also know that (B1��i�1)In; : : : ; (Bi�1��i�1)In2 Call(P; S)In. Trivially, (Bi��i�1)In 2 Call(P; S)In. Hence, jH��i�1j �jBi��i�1j. Since j:j measures only input positions, we have that jAj =jH��i�1j and therefore, jAj � jBi��i�1j. 2Note that, because P and S are well-typed, it follows that, if the conditionsof the proposition are satis�ed, i.e. if  is a correct answer substitution for B1; : : : ; Bi�1 such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P; S)In, thenH is correctly typed in its input positions, (B1; : : : ; Bi�1) is correctly typedand Bi is correctly typed in its input positions.Notice the similarity with Proposition 3.1. Actually, Proposition 3.1 is acorollary of the previous proposition where the input types of the predicates areall de�ned as Ground. This follows from the fact that every term is a genericexpression for the Ground type (Lemma 2.7), so the heads of all clauses aretrivially input safe in this case, and from results proven in [4]. Namely, it isproven in [4] that the notion of well-moded program (resp. query) is a specialcase of the notion of well-typed program (resp. query) ([4, Theorem 3.7]). Werefer to [4] for more details.In the next example, we use Proposition 3.2 to prove quasi-termination of aprogram w.r.t. a set of queries.Example 3.5 Let P be the program of Example 2.4 of subsection 2.3, comput-ing all the lists which have a certain term as last element. Consider the queryQ = last(X;L), with X, L variables. We prove that P quasi-terminates w.r.t.fQg.We already proved in Example 2.4 that P is well-typed w.r.t. the typinglast(< In : U >;< Out : List >). It is trivial to see that  Q is also well-typedw.r.t. this typing. Also, P and Q are simply moded and the heads of the clausesin P are input safe.Let j:j be the following level mapping (measuring all and only the input po-sitions in Call(P; S)): jlast(t1; t2)j = k t1 k;where k : k is the term-size norm.It is trivial to see that for any substitution  , jlast(X; [Y jR]) j = k X k �k X k = jlast(X;R) j.Hence, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. fQg. Note that P does not LG-terminatew.r.t. fQg. 21



3.3 Constraint-based Approach for Automatically Prov-ing Quasi-TerminationIn this subsection, we point out how the constraint-based approach of [13] forautomatically proving LD-termination of de�nite programs w.r.t. sets of queriesneeds to be changed in order to prove quasi-termination.We �rst recall the main ideas of [13]. In [13], a new strategy for automaticallyproving LD-termination, i.e. left-termination or termination of SLD-resolutionw.r.t. the left-to-right selection rule, of logic programs w.r.t. a set of queries isdeveloped. A symbolic termination condition is introduced, by parametrisingthe concepts of norm, level mapping and model. The condition is translatedinto a system of constraints on the values of the introduced symbols only. Witheach solution of the constraint system, there corresponds one termination proof.The solving of constraint sets enables the di�erent components of a terminationproof to communicate with one another and to direct the proof towards success(if there is). The method of [13] is both e�cient and precise. The basis of theapproach in [13] is the following proposition, which gives su�cient conditionssuch that a program LD-terminates w.r.t. a set of queries. Note that thecondition is fully at the clause level.Proposition 3.3 (rigid acceptability w.r.t. S) Let P be a program and S �BEP . If there exists a level mapping j:j which is rigid on Call(P; S) and a modelI for P , such that� for any clause H  B1; � � � ; Bn 2 P ,� for any atom Bi such that Rel(Bi) ' Rel(H),� for any substitution � such that I j= (B1 ^ � � � ^Bi�1)�:jH�j > jBi�j; (1)then P LD-terminates w.r.t. S.In [13], this rigid acceptability condition is translated into a system of con-straints on the values of the introduced symbols, which parametrize the notionsof norm, level mapping and model. The symbolic versions of norm and levelmapping are as in De�nition 2.17 of subsection 2.4, but with this di�erence thatin [13] the symbolic norm of a variable is the variable itself, i.e. k X kS = X,in order to include information about the instantiation level of the term and totake into account those parts whose size may still change under instantiation.In this subsection, we wil not go into detail about this, and we refer to [13]where a motivation and lots of examples are given. In order to symbolize thenotion of model, symbolic versions of interargument relations are introduced.Interargument relations are abstractions of models by specifying relations whichhold between the norms of certain arguments of their member atoms. In [13],interargument relations express an inequality relation. The symbolic versions ofnorms, level mappings and interargument relations form the basis for a symbolictermination condition. The condition is formulated as constraints on the intro-duced symbols. As follows from the rigid acceptability condition of Proposition3.3, there are three conditions:(i) The level mapping must be rigid on Call(P; S).(ii) Any introduced interargument relation must be valid.(iii) The rigid acceptability condition (1), w.r.t. this level mapping and inter-argument relations, must hold. 22



These conditions are translated into a system of constraints on the symbols.A system of constraints identi�es sets of suitable norms, level mappings andinterarguments relations which can be used in the original termination conditionof Proposition 3.3. In other words, if a solution for the constraint system exists,termination can be proved.We adapt the approach of [13] to prove quasi-termination of simply modedwell-moded programs w.r.t. sets of simply moded well-moded queries by usingProposition 3.1, and to prove quasi-termination of simply moded well-typedprograms w.r.t. sets of simply moded well-typed queries, such that the clausesof the programs have input safe heads, by using Proposition 3.2. Note thatthese two propositions reason fully at the clause level. In the case of quasi-termination, we have the following conditions on the introduced symbols fornorms, level mappings and interargument relations (note the di�erence withthe above listed 3 conditions of [13]).(i0) The level mapping has to measure all and only input positions in Call(P; S)(to make sure it is �nitely partitioning on the call set and to be able toreason fully at the clause level).(ii0) Any introduced interargument relation must be valid.(iii0) The weak inequality jH j � jBi j (see Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) musthold (note that we consider all body atoms and not only the recursiveones).Note that in the termination conditions of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, weworked with correct answer substitutions and not with models as in Proposi-tion 3.3. This di�erence is however not relevant. With respect to the modi�-cations needed to transform the constraints of [13] into constraints for quasi-termination, the main di�erence between the two lists of conditions above, liesin the �rst items; (i) and (i0 ). The di�erences between the other two items(namely, (ii) versus (ii0 ) and (iii) versus (iii0 )) will pose no problems in themodi�cation of the constraint set; the modi�cations are rather straightforward,and we will not elaborate on them. We show in the following example howthe �rst conditions (i) (for LD-termination) and (i0 ) (for quasi-termination) aretranslated into symbolic constraints.Example 3.6 Let P be the following program� p(0; 0)  p(f(X); Y )  p(X;Y )with moding p(In;Out) and let S be the set of queries fp(0; Y ); p(f(0); Y );p(f(f(0)); Y ); : : :g. Then, P and S are simply moded well-moded. It is easy tosee that Call(P; S) = S.First, we introduce symbolic versions for the norm and level mapping. As wealready noted above, the symbolic norms and level mappings of [13], di�er withthe symbolic norms and level mappings of De�nition 2.17, because the formerones take into account variables (a variable X is mapped to itself and not to 0).With respect to conditions (i) and (i0 ), this di�erence is however not relevant,and we will work with our De�nition 2.17 of symbolic norm and level mapping.Let t 2 UEP , then the symbolic norm on t is de�ned as:8><>: k t k = f0 + f1k t1 kS if t = f(t1);k t kS = 0 if t = ~X;with X 2 V arP ;k t kS = 0 if t = c 2 ConstP ;23



with ff0; f1g = FC(P ). Let p(t1; t2) 2 BEP , then the symbolic level mapping onp(t1; t2) is de�ned as: jp(t1; t2)jS = p1k t1 kS + p2k t2 kS ;with fp1; p2g = PC(P ).The condition (i) on the level mapping to be rigid on Call(P; S), which isequivalent with the condition on it to measure only input positions in Call(P; S)(as it appears in condition (i0)), is expressed as the following constraint on thesymbols of FC(P )[ PC(P ): p2 = 0:Condition (i0) also requires that the level mapping is �nitely partitioning onCall(P; S), or equivalently that the level mapping measures all input positions.This gives rise to the following constraints on the symbols of FC(P )[ PC(P ):p1 6= 0 ; f0 6= 0 ; f1 6= 0 :As opposed to Proposition 3.3, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 take into accountsome information about the input positions of the call set in their terminationcondition. Namely, the decreases jH j � jBi j only have to hold for correctanswer substitutions  such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P; S)In.In the following we show that this restriction on  is important if we want toprove quasi-termination of a program P w.r.t. a set of queries S, and P is notquasi-terminating w.r.t. the set of all queries.Example 3.7 Let P be the following program8<: p(0; 0)  p(f(X); Y )  p(X;Y )p(g(X); Y )  p(g(g(X)); Y )with moding p(In;Out) and let S be the set of queries fp(0; Y ); p(f(0); Y );p(f(f(0)); Y ); : : :g. Then, P and S are simply moded well-moded.It is obvious that P does not quasi-terminate w.r.t. all simply moded well-moded queries, e.g. P doesn't quasi-terminate for the query p(g(0); Y ). But, Pquasi-terminates w.r.t. the set S (P even LD-terminates w.r.t. S). To provethis, we can apply Proposition 3.1. P has two non-unit clauses, but actually, weonly have to consider the �rst one p(f(X); Y ) p(X;Y ). This is because thereis no substitution  such that p(g(X); Y ) is input-correct w.r.t. Call(P; S),so it follows from the third condition in Proposition 3.1 that we don't have toconsider the last clause p(g(X); Y )  p(g(g(X)); Y ). Quasi-termination of Pw.r.t. S can be proven easily now. Let j:j be the level mapping jp(t1; t2)j = k t1 k,with k : k the term-size norm. Then, for every substitution  , jp(f(X); Y ) j =k f(X) k � k X k = jp(X;Y ) j. Hence, P quasi-terminates w.r.t. S.The example suggests that the constraint-based approach of [13] can bere�ned by taking into account information about the call set (as the exampleshows this is also important in the context of LD-termination). For instancetype-information about the call set can be propagated in the constraints in orderto systematically simplify (or even remove) the constraints. This is a topic forfuture research.4 LG-TERMINATIONThe notion of LG-termination was de�ned in [14] as follows.24



De�nition 4.1 (LG-termination) Let P be a program and S � BEP . P isLG-terminating w.r.t. S i� for every atom A such that ~A 2 S, the LG-forestfor P [ f Ag is a �nite set of �nite LG-trees.It is easy to see that LG-termination of a program P w.r.t. a set of queriesS implies quasi-termination of P w.r.t. S.In [14], in order to characterize LG-termination, the sol-transformation wasintroduced. Here, we present an optimalisation of this transformation, namelythe a-transformation, which will also be used to characterize LG-termination.But, proving LG-termination will require less work using this a-transformationthan using the sol-transformation of [14]. For a program P , we denote withRecP the set of recursive predicates of P .De�nition 4.2 (a-transformation)Let P be a program. De�ne the a-transform P a of P as follows:� For a clause C = H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P , we de�neCa = H  B1; B�1 ; : : : ; Bn; B�nwith B�i = pa(t1; : : : ; tm) if Bi = p(t1; : : : ; tm) and p ' Rel(H); andB�i = ; otherwise.Here, pa is a new predicate with the same arity as p. Let RecaP = fpa j p 2RecP g.� For the program P , we de�neP a = fCa j C 2 Pg Sfpa(X) j p 2 RecP ; X is a linear family of variablesg:Note that the program of Example 2.2 (subsection 2.1) is the a-transform ofthe program of Example 2.1 (subsection 2.1). We give another simple example.Example 4.1 Let P be the following program� even(s(X))  odd(X)odd(s(X))  even(X)Then, the a-transform of P is the program P a:8>><>>: even(s(X))  odd(X); odda(X)odd(s(X))  even(X); evena (X)evena(X)  odda(X)  It is easy to see that Call(P; S) = Call(P a; S)\BEP . Also, if we denote withcas(P; fp(t)g) the set of computed answer substitutions of P [ f p(t)g, thencas(P; fp(t)g) = cas(P a; fp(t)g) for all p(t) 2 BEP . It is important to note thatif we have a query p(t) 2 BERecP to the program P , then p(t)� is a computedanswer if pa(t)� 2 Call(P a; fp(t)g). This is in fact the main purpose of thetransformation.De�nition 4.3 (LG-acceptability w.r.t. S) Let P be a program and S �BEP . P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S i� there is a level mapping j:j which is �nitelypartitioning on Call(P a; S) \BERecP[RecaP such that� for every atom A such that ~A 2 Call(P; S),25



??? ?? ?? ?  Ba�2 B;Q Q�  B;Ba; Q0 Ba�;Q0� Q0�� �� �PaPFigure 3: Relating answer clause resolution in P and P a.� for every clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P a such that mgu(A;H) = � exists,� for every Bi such that Rel(Bi) ' Rel(A) or such that Rel(Bi) 2 RecaP ,� for every LD-computed answer substitution �i�1 in P a for (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�,jAj � jBi��i�1j:In the next Theorem we prove that LG-acceptability w.r.t. S is equivalentwith LG-termination w.r.t. S. Here, we will only give a sketch of the proof,which gives the intuition behind this. The full proof together with the necessarynotions can be found in Appendix A.Theorem 4.1 Let P be a program and S � BEP . P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. Si� P is LG-terminating w.r.t. S.Proof (sketch).Consider a query with selected atom B = p(t1; : : : ; tn) in some deriva-tion in P . Suppose that the atom B = p(t1; : : : ; tn) was introducedin this query by means of resolution of some atom in an earlier queryin the derivation, with a clause C = H  B1; : : : ; Bn of P , such thatp = Rel(Bj) ' Rel(H) and B is descending from Bj . Note that thea-transform P a of P contains the clause Ca and that on the right of theatom Bj in Ca, there is the atom Baj . As can be seen in Figure 3 ev-ery answer clause resolution for B = p(t1; : : : ; tn) in P (with the answerclause B� = p(t1; : : : ; tn)�) translates into two answer clause resolutions(for B = p(t1; : : : ; tn) and Ba = pa(t1; : : : ; tn)�) and one new LG-tree(for Ba� = pa(t1; : : : ; tn)�) in P a. Let ~A 2 S.): Suppose P does not LG-terminate w.r.t. fAg. We will prove a con-tradiction with the LG-acceptability of P w.r.t. fAg. Let F be theLG-forest for P [ f Ag. Then one of the following cases holds (bothcases will result in a contradiction with the LG-acceptability of P w.r.t.fAg).� There is an LG-tree in F which is in�nitely branching.This means that there is a recursive atom with in�nitely many com-puted answer substitutions. This translates into an in�nite numberof LG-trees with a query of the form pa(t1; : : : ; tn) as root in theLG-forest Fa for P a [ f Ag. But then, there is no level mappingwhich is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S)\BERecP[RecaP such thatP is LG-acceptable w.r.t. fAg and this level mapping.26



� F consists of an in�nite number of LG-trees.A �rst possible reason for an in�nite number of LG-trees in F is anin�nitely branching LG-tree in F . But we already proved that thisdoes not occur. The other possibility is that there exists an in�niteLD-derivation of  A in P with an in�nite number of di�erentselected atoms of BERecP . But then, there does not exists a levelmapping which is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S)\BERecP [RecaP ,such that P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. fAg and this level mapping.(: Suppose P is LG-terminating w.r.t. fAg.Then, the LG-forest for P [ f Ag consists of a �nite number of �niteLG-trees. Thus, in P a only �nitely many answer clause resolutions and�nitely many LG-trees are added. A level mapping can be found whichis �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S) \BERecP[RecaP , such that P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S and this level mapping. The construction of this levelmapping will be given in the appendix. 2We have a similar result as Corollary 3.1 of the previous section. First,note that if P is a simply moded program and we de�ne mpa (i) = In for alli 2 f1; : : : ; ng with pa=n 2 RecaP , then, P a is also simply moded.Corollary 4.1 Let P be a simply moded program and S � BEP be a set of simplymoded queries. P LG-terminates w.r.t. S i� for every A in S, the set of allterms occurring in input positions of the atoms in Call(P a; fAg) is �nite.In [25] the following result is proven: if the minimum Herbrand model ofa program P is �nite, then P SLG-terminates under any search strategy w.r.t.any set of queries. Note that this result applies to all programs P (under anysearch strategy), but the �niteness of the minimum Herbrand model of P isrequired.4.1 Simply Moded Well-Moded Programs and QueriesWe reformulate Theorem 4.1 in order to reason fully at the clause level. Recallthat all arguments of atoms pa 2 RecaP are de�ned as input in P a. Then, if Pis a simply moded well-moded program, also P a is simply moded well-moded.We hence have the following proposition.Proposition 4.1 Let P be a simply moded well-moded program and S � BEPbe a set of simply moded well-moded queries. Let j:j be a level mapping whichmeasures only the input positions in Call(P; S) and all the input positions inCall(P a; S) \BERecP[RecaP , such that� for any clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P a,� for any atom Bi, such that Rel(Bi) ' Rel(H) or such that Rel(Bi) 2RecaP ,� for any correct answer substitution  in P a for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1,such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P a; S)In,jH j � jBi j;then P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S. Hence, P LG-terminates w.r.t. S.27



Proof Suppose the above condition is satis�ed for P . Note that, because Pand S are simply moded well-moded, it follows from Propositions 2.2 and2.3 that j:j is rigid on Call(P; S) and �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S)\BERecP[RecaP . Let A be an atom such that ~A 2 Call(P; S) and let H  B1; : : : ; Bn be a clause in P a such that mgu(A;H) = � exists. SupposeBi is such that Rel(Bi) ' Rel(A) or such that Rel(Bi) 2 RecaP . Let �i�1be an LD-computed answer substitution in P a for (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)� (inthe case i = 1, �i�1 is the empty substitution). Then, ��i�1 is a correctanswer substitution in P a for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1. We have to prove thatjAj � jBi��i�1j. Because (H��i�1)In = (A��i�1)In = AIn (A is a well-moded query, so ground in its input positions), we have that (H��i�1)In 2Call(P; S)In. Also, it is easy to see that (B1��i�1)In; : : : ; (Bi��i�1)In 2Call(P a; S)In. Hence, we know that jH��i�1j � jB��i�1j. Because A� =H�, jA��i�1j = jH��i�1j. Now, since A 2 Call(P; S) and j:j is rigidon Call(P; S), jA��i�1j = jAj. Thus, jAj = jH��i�1j, therefore jAj �jBi��i�1j. 2Again, we can remove the restriction on  in the third condition of the propo-sition statement (saying that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P; S)In),when this is not needed in the termination proof.Example 4.2 Let P be the program of Example 4.1. Consider the modingeven(Out); odd(Out) and let S be the set feven(X); odd(X)g. Then, P andS are simply moded well-moded. We prove that P LG-terminates w.r.t. S.Therefore, we consider the a-transform of P , the program P a (shown in Ex-ample 4.1), with moding evena(In); odda(In). Because there is no correct an-swer substitution for the queries odd(X) and even(X), we only have to de-�ne the level mapping on even=1 and odd=1. Let j:j be the trivial level map-ping (mapping everything to 0). Then jeven(s(X))j = 0 � 0 = jodd(X)j andjodd(s(X))j = 0 � 0 = jeven(X)j. Hence, P LG-terminates w.r.t. S. Note thatP does not LD-terminate w.r.t. S.Example 4.3 Consider the following program P computing all the reachablenodes from one node in a (cyclic) graph. Notice the similarity with Example3.3, but here the program P does not compute the paths.8>>>>>><>>>>>>: edge(a; b)  edge(b; c)  edge(c; a)  edge(c; d)  reach(X;Y )  edge(X;Y )reach(X;Y )  edge(X;Z); reach(Z; Y )with moding edge(In;Out), reach(In;Out). Then P is simply moded well-moded. Consider the simply moded well-moded query reach(a; Y ).We prove that P LG-terminates w.r.t this query. Consider the program P a:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: edge(a; b)  edge(b; c)  edge(c; a)  edge(c; d)  reach(X;Y )  edge(X;Y )reach(X;Y )  edge(X;Z); reach(Z; Y ); reacha(Z; Y )reacha(X1; X2)  28



with reacha(In; In). Let j:j be the following level mapping (satisfying the con-ditions of Proposition 4.1):jedge(t1; t2)j = k t1 k;jreach(t1; t2)j = k t1 k;jreacha(t1; t2)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;with k : k the term-size norm.A correct answer substitution  for edge(X;Z) is of the form fX=c1; Z=c2gwith c1; c2 constants, so jreach(X;Y ) j = k X k � k Z k = jreach(Z; Y ) j.And a correct answer substitution  for  edge(X;Z); reach(Z; Y ) is of theform fX=c1; Z=c2; Y=c3g with c1; c2; c3 constants, hence jreach(X;Y ) j = k X k� k Z k + k Y  k = jreacha(Z; Y ) j.Note that P does not LD-terminate w.r.t. freach(a; Y )g.We end with an example for which the set of all terms occurring in inputpositions of S is in�nite.Example 4.4 The following program P computes all the reachable nodes froma given node. As opposed to Example 4.3, here the graph is given as an inputparameter. The graph is represented as a list of terms e(x; y), indicating thatthere is an edge from node x to node y. Notice the similarity with Example 3.4,but here P does not compute the paths.8>>>><>>>>: reach(X;Ed;X)  reach(X;Ed; Y )  member(X;Ed; Y )reach(X;Ed; Z)  member(X;Ed; Y ); reach(Y;Ed; Z)member(X; [e(X;Y )jL]; Y )  member(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y )  member(X;L; Y )with moding reach(In; In;Out) and member(In; In;Out). Then P is simplymoded well-moded. Let C = fa; b; c; dg be a set of constant symbols. Consider thefollowing (in�nite) set of simply moded well-moded queries S = freach(x; ed; Y ) j x2 C and ed is a nil-terminated list of terms e(y; z) with y; z 2 Cg.We prove that P LG-terminates w.r.t. S by applying Proposition 4.1. Con-sider the program P a:8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: reach(X;Ed;X)  reach(X;Ed; Y )  member(X;Ed; Y )reach(X;Ed; Z)  member(X;Ed; Y ); reach(Y;Ed; Z);reacha(Y;Ed; Z)member(X; [e(X;Y )jL]; Y )  member(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y )  member(X;L; Y );membera(X;L; Y )reacha(X1; X2; X3)  membera(X1; X2; X3)  with moding reacha(In; In; In) and membera(In; In; In).Let j:j be the following level mapping:jreach(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;jreacha(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k+ k t3 k;jmember(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;jmembera(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k+ k t3 k;with k : k the term-size norm.Consider the third clause for reach=3. Let  be a correct answer substitutionfor  member(X;Ed; Y ), such that reach(X;Ed; Z) ; member(X;Ed; Y ) 29



and reach(Y;Ed; Z) are input-correct w.r.t. Call(P a; S). It is easy to seethat  binds X and Y to a constant in C and Ed to a nil-terminated list ofe(x; y)-terms with x; y 2 C. So, jreach(X;Ed; Z) j = k X k + k Ed k �k Y  k+ k Ed k = jreach(Y;Ed; Z) j.Now, concerning the reacha-atom in the body, let  be a correct answer sub-stitution for member(X;Ed; Y ); reach(Y;Ed; Z), such that reach(X;Ed; Z) ;member(X;Ed; Y ) ; reach(Y;Ed; Z) and reacha(Y;Ed; Z) are input-correctw.r.t. Call(P a; S). It is easy to see that  binds X, Y and Z to a con-stant in C and Ed to a nil-terminated list of e(x; y)-terms with x; y 2 C.So, jreach(X;Ed; Z) j = k X k + k Ed k � k Y  k + k Ed k + k Z k =jreacha(Y;Ed; Z) j.Consider the recursive clause for member=3. Let  be a substitution. Then,jmember(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y ) j = k X k + k [e(X1; X2)jL] k � k X k +k L k = jmember(X;L; Y ) j.Next, let  be a correct answer substitution for  member(X;L; Y ), suchthat member(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y ) and member(X;L; Y ) are input-correctw.r.t. Call(P a; S). It is easy to see that  binds X;X1; X2; Y to constantsin C and L to a nil-terminated list of e(x; y)-terms with x; y 2 C. Hence,we have that jmember(X; [e(X1; X2)jL]; Y ) j = k X k+ k [e(X1; X2)jL] k �k X k+ k L k+ k Y  k = jmembera(X;L; Y ) j.Note that P does not LD-terminate w.r.t. S.4.2 Simply Moded Well-Typed Programs and QueriesIn order to deal with non-ground input, we consider in this subsection simplymoded well-typed programs and queries. Again, we put for predicates pa=n 2RecaP , mpa (i) = In, i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Concerning the typing of pa, we put tpa(i) =tp(i), i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Then, it is easy to see that if P a is simply moded well-typed, also P a is simply moded well-typed. Also, it is easy to see that if theheads of the clauses in P are input safe, then the heads of the clauses in P a areinput safe.Proposition 4.2 Let P be a simply moded well-typed program and S � BEP bea set of simply moded well-typed queries. Suppose that the heads of the clausesin P are input safe. Let j:j be a level mapping which measures only the inputpositions in Call(P; S) and all the input positions in Call(P a; S)\BERecP[RecaPand such that� for any clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P a,� for any atom Bi, such that Rel(Bi) ' Rel(H) or such that Rel(Bi) 2RecaP ,� for any correct answer substitution  in P a for  B1; : : : ; Bi�1,such that (H )In; (B1 )In; : : : ; (Bi )In 2 Call(P a; S)In,jH j � jBi j;then P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S. Hence, P LG-terminates w.r.t. S.Proof Let P , S and j:j satisfy the condition of the proposition. Because P andS are simply moded, and j:jmeasures all input positions in Call(P a; S)\BERecP[RecaP , j:j is �nitely partitioning onCall(P a; S)\BERecP[RecaP (Propo-sition 2.3). We prove that P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S. Let A be an atomsuch that ~A 2 Call(P; S). Let H  B1; : : : ; Bn be a clause in P a such30



that mgu(A;H) = � exists. Let Bi be an atom such that Rel(Bi) 'Rel(H) or such that Rel(Bi) 2 RecaP . Let �i�1 be an LD-computed an-swer substitution in P a for  (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�. We have to prove thatjAj � jBi��i�1j. The substitution ��i�1 is a correct answer substitutionfor  B1; : : : ; Bi�1 in P a. From Corollary 2.2, we know that the inputarguments of A are equal to the input arguments of A��i�1 modulo vari-able renaming. Because A��i�1 = H��i�1, we have that (H��i�1)In 2Call(P; S)In. Because of Proposition 2.1, we know that (B1��i�1)In; : : : ;(Bi�1��i�1)In 2 Call(P a; S)In. Trivially, (Bi��i�1)In 2 Call(P a; S)In.Hence, jH��i�1j � jBi��i�1j. Since j:j measures only input positions inCall(P; S), jAj = jH��i�1j, hence jAj � jBi��i�1j. 2Again, Proposition 4.1 of the previous subsection, which gives a conditionfor LG-termination of simply moded well-moded programs w.r.t. a set of simplymoded well-moded queries, is a corollary of the previous Proposition 4.2.Example 4.5 Let P be the following program computing the cyclic permuta-tions of a list.splitlast([X]; [ ]; X)  splitlast([XjL]; [XjR]; Y )  splitlast(L;R; Y )cycperm(L;L)  cycperm(L;R)  splitlast(L; T;X); cycperm([X jT ]; R)with the typing splitlast(< In : List >;< Out : List >;< Out : U >)and cycperm(< In : List >;< Out : List >). Let S be the set of queriesfcycperm(l; X) j l 2 Listg. We prove that P LG-terminates w.r.t. S.First, note that P and S are well-typed. This is trivial to see for the set S.The program P is well-typed because the following typed judgements are true:[X] : List ) [ ] : List ^X : U[XjL] : List ) L : List[XjL] : List ^R : List ^ Y : U ) [XjR] : List ^ Y : UL : List ) L : ListL : List ) L : ListL : List ^ T : List ^X : U ) [XjT ] : ListL : List ^ T : List ^X : U ^R : List ) R : ListAlso, P and S are simply moded and the heads of the clauses in P are inputsafe. Consider the program P a:splitlast([X]; [ ]; X)  splitlast([XjL]; [XjR]; Y )  splitlast(L;R; Y ); splitlasta(L;R; Y )cycperm(L;L)  cycperm(L;R)  splitlast(L; T;X); cycperm([XjT ]; R);cycperma([XjT ]; R)splitlasta(X1; X2; X3)  cycperma(X1; X2)  with splitlasta(< In : List >;< In : List >;< In : U >) and cycperma(<In : List >;< In : List >). As already mentioned at the beginning of thissubsection, with this moding and typing, P a is also simply moded well-typed,and the heads of the clauses of P a are also input safe.Let j:j be the following level mapping (measuring all and only the input po-sitions in Call(P a; S)):jsplitlast(t1; t2; t3)j = 2k t1 k;jsplitlasta(t1; t2; t3)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k+ k t3 k;jcycperm(t1; t2)j = 2k t1 kjcycperma(t1; t2)j = k t1 k+ k t2 k;31



with k : k the term-size norm.Consider the recursive clause for splitlast in P a. Obviously, for every  ,jsplitlast([XjL]; [XjR]; Y ) j = 2k [XjL] k � 2k L k = jsplitlast(L;R; Y ) j.Next, suppose  is a correct answer substitution for  splitlast(L;R; Y )such that splitlast([XjL]; [XjR]; Y ) , splitlast(L;R; Y ) and splitlasta(L;R; Y ) are input-correct w.r.t. Call(P a; S). One can see that then, k L k � 1+k Y  k+ k R k. Hence, jsplitlast([XjL]; [XjR]; Y ) j = 2k [XjL] k � k L k+ k R k+ k Y  k = jsplitlasta(L;R; Y ) j. Note that the program consistingof the two clauses for splitlast even LD-terminates w.r.t. any set of simplymoded well-typed queries.Consider the recursive clause for cycperm=2. Let  be a correct answer sub-stitution for splitlast(L; T;X) such that cycperm(L;R) , splitlast(L; T;X) and cycperm([XjT ]; R) are input-correct w.r.t. Call(P a; S). Again, becausein that case k L k � 1+ k X k+ k T k = k [XjT ] k, jcycperm(L;R) j =2k L k � 2k [XjT ] k = jcycperm([XjT ]; R) j.Next, suppose that  is a correct answer substitution for splitlast(L; T;X);cycperm([XjT ]; R) such that the atoms cycperm(L;R) , splitlast(L; T;X) ,cycperm([XjT ]; R) , cycperma([XjT ]; R) are input-correct w.r.t. Call(P a; S).Again we know that then k L k � 1+ k X k+ k T k = k [XjT ] k, we canalso see that k [XjT ] k � k R k. Hence, jcycperm(L;R) j = 2k L k �k [XjT ] k+ k R k = jcycperma([XjT ]; R) j.Hence, P LG-terminates w.r.t. S. Note that P does not LD-terminate w.r.t.S.4.3 Constraint-based Approach for Automatically Prov-ing LG-TerminationSimilar as in subsection 3.3 in the context of quasi-termination, we can alsomodify the constraint-based approach of [13] in order to automatically proveLG-termination. We refer to subsection 3.3 where the main ideas of [13] aregiven.The approach of [13] can be modi�ed to prove LG-termination of simplymoded well-moded programs w.r.t. sets of simply moded well-moded queries byusing Proposition 4.1, and to prove LG-termination of simply moded well-typedprograms w.r.t. sets of simply moded well-typed queries, such that the clausesof the programs have input safe heads, by using Proposition 4.2. Note that thesetwo propositions reason fully at the clause level. In the case of LG-termination,we have the following constraints on the introduced symbols for norms, levelmappings and interargument relations. Note that the a-transform P a of P isconsidered in the analysis.(i00) The level mapping has to measure only input positions in Call(P; S) (tobe able to reason fully at the clause level) and all input positions inCall(P a; S)\BERecP [RecaP (so that the level mapping is �nitely partitioningon this set).(ii00) Any introduced interargument relation must be valid.(iii00) The weak inequality jH j � jBi j (see Propositions 4.1 and 4.2) musthold (note that we only have to consider recursive body atoms and bodyatoms which belong to BERecaP ).Similar as in subsection 3.3 in the context of quasi-termination, also here,the only non-straightforward modi�cation of the symbolic constraints for LD-termination into constraints for LG-termination, lies in the �rst condition (i00 )32



(versus (i), see subsection 3.3). We refer to subsection 3.3, where an example isgiven which illustrates the modi�cations needed in the case of quasi-termination.The modi�cations for LG-termination are of similar nature.As we already noted in subsection 3.3, it remains to be studied how topropagate information about the call set into the constraints in order to simplifythem.5 CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORKSIn this paper, we studied termination under tabled execution mechanism (asintroduced in [14]) for simply moded well-moded programs and simply modedwell-typed programs.The basis of this paper is the work of [14]. There, the notions of quasi-termination and LG-termination are introduced and necessary and su�cientconditions (quasi-acceptability) are given. However, the rigidity condition onthe level mapping, as it appears in automated termination analysis, is di�cultto combine with the condition on it to be �nitely partitioning, as it appearsin the quasi-acceptability condition. In this paper, we showed that for simplymoded well-moded programs, these two conditions can be combined easily andcan be �t in the constraint-based automatic termination analysis of [13]. Also,we showed that for simply moded well-typed programs such that the heads ofthe clauses are input-safe, a su�cient condition for quasi-termination and forLG-termination can be given, which is fully at the clause level and easy toautomatize.Since all programs that terminate under LD-resolution, are quasi-terminatingand LG-terminating as well, veri�cation of termination under LD-resolution us-ing an existing automated termination analysis (such as those surveyed in e.g.[11]) is a su�cient proof of the programs quasi-termination and LG-termination.In the recent paper [23], Etalle et al. study how mode information can be usedfor characterizing properties of LD-termination. They de�ne and study the classof well-terminating programs, i.e. programs for which all well-moded querieshave �nite LD-derivations. They introduce the notion of well-acceptability andshow that for well-moded programs, well-acceptability implies well-termination.They prove that for simply moded well-moded programs, the notions of well-acceptability and well-termination are equivalent.Termination proofs for (S)LD-resolution are su�cient to prove terminationunder tabled execution mechanism, but, since there are quasi-terminating andLG-terminating programs, which are not LD-terminating, better proof tech-niques can be found. There are only relatively few works studying terminationunder tabled execution mechanism. We already discussed the work of [14], whichforms the basis of this paper. In [21], in the context of well-moded programs, asu�cient condition is given for the bounded term-size property, which impliesLG-termination. [17] provides another su�cient condition for quasi-terminationin the context of functional programming.A topic for future research is to implement the constraint-based techniquefor automatically proving quasi-termination and LG-termination. Also, it isworth investigating how and which information about the call set can be prop-agated into the constraints in order to simplify them and hence, enabling us toautomatically prove termination in more cases (than with the original (stronger)constraints). It should also be investigated how the rather strong condition ona level mapping in order for it to be �nitely partitioning on a call set (namelythat it should measure all input positions) can be weakened in case we havefor instance some type-information about the call set at our disposal. Also, itremains to be studied how our results can be extended to automatically prove33



quasi-termination and LG-termination for a larger class of programs and queries(i.e. for programs and queries which are not simply moded well-typed). Finally,the study of termination of normal logic programs under tabled execution mech-anism is an interesting topic for future research.A PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1The following concepts will be useful for proving the termination condition ofTheorem 4.1.De�nition A.1 (direct descendant) Let P be a program and ~A; ~B 2 BEP .We call ~B a direct descendant of ~A i�� there exists a clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn in P such that mgu(A;H) = �exists,� there is an i 2 [1; n] such that there is an LD-refutation for (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�with computed answer substitution �i�1 and B � Bi��i�1.De�nition A.2 (directed subsequence of an LD-derivation) Let P be aprogram and ~A 2 BEP . Let  A = G0; G1; : : : be an LD-derivation of  Ain P . A subsequence Gi0; Gi1; : : :, with Gij = Aij ;Bij, is called a directedsubsequence i� for all j � 0, ~Aij+1 is a direct descendant of ~Aij in the LD-derivation.De�nition A.3 (call graph associated to S) Let P be a program and S �BEP . The call graph Call-Gr(P; S) associated to P and S is a graph such that:� its set of nodes is Call(P; S),� there exists a directed arc from ~A to ~B i� ~B is a direct descendant of ~A.In [14, Proposition A.1], it was noted that the notion of a call graph hasa particularly interesting property, which is useful in the study of termination.We recall this proposition together with its proof.Proposition A.1 (paths and selected atoms) Let P be a program, S �BEP , Call(P; S) and Call-Gr(P; S) be de�ned as above. Let p be any directedpath in Call-Gr(P; S). Then there exists an LG-derivation for some element ofCall(P; S), such that all the nodes in p occur as selected atoms in the derivation.Proof By de�nition of Call-Gr(P; S), for every arc from ~A to ~B in Call-Gr(P; S), there exists a sequence of consecutive LG-derivation steps,starting from  A and having a variant of B as its selected atom atthe end. Because (a variant of) B is selected at the end-point, anytwo such derivation-step sequences, corresponding to consecutive arcs inCall-Gr(P; S), can be composed to form a new sequence of LG-derivationsteps. In this sequence, all 3 nodes of the consecutive arcs remain selectedatoms in the new sequence of derivation steps. Transitively exploiting theabove argument yields the result. 2Note that by de�nition of Call-Gr(P; S) and Call(P; S), this also impliesthat there is a sequence of derivation steps starting fromP[f Ag, with ~A 2 S,such that all nodes in the given path p are selected atoms in the derivationsequence.We can now prove Theorem 4.1. 34



Proof (of Theorem 4.1).): Suppose P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S and a level mapping j:j. Let Abe an atom such that ~A 2 S. Let F be the LG-forest of P [ f Ag. Weprove that F consists of a �nite number of �nite LG-trees.� The LG-trees in F are �nitely branching.Suppose this is not the case, i.e. there is an LG-tree in F whichis in�nitely branching. Then, there is an LG-tree T in F which isin�nitely branching in a non-root node, which is a query with left-most atom p(t1; : : : ; tn), with p 2 RecP , which is directly descend-ing from an atom q(s1; : : : ; sm), with p ' q, via a recursive clauseC = q(u1; : : : ; um)  : : : ; p(v1; : : : ; vn); : : :. Now, consider the LG-forest Fa of P a[f Ag. Let T a be the LG-tree in Fa correspondingto T . Note that the clause Ca instead of C is used in T a. Becauseof this, the atom on the right of p(t1; : : : ; tn) in the in�nitely branch-ing node is pa(t1; : : : ; tn). Thus, Fa consists of a in�nite number ofLG-trees (there are an in�nite number of LG-trees with predicatepa in the root). But, all these pa-atoms directly descend from thenode q(s1; : : : ; sm) via the clause Ca in P a and hence, their valueunder the level mapping j:j is smaller or equal to jq(s1; : : : ; sm)j. Be-cause j:j is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S) \BERecaP , this gives acontradiction.� F consists of a �nite number of LG-trees, i.e. ]Call(P; fAg) <1.Suppose this is not the case. A �rst possible reason for an in�nitenumber of LG-trees in F is an in�nitely branching LG-tree in F . Butwe already proved that this does not occur. The other possibility isthat there exists an in�nite LD-derivation of  A in P which con-tains an in�nite directed subsequence, such that this in�nite directedsubsequence has a tail Gn; Gn+1; : : :with Gi = Ai;Bi, i � n, suchthat fAi j i � ng is an in�nite set and Rel(Ai) ' Rel(Ai+1) for alli � n. Since Ai 2 Call(P; S) \BERecP � Call(P a; S) \BERecP[RecaP ,and since j:j is �nitely partitioning on this set and jAij � jAi+1j forall i � n (by the LG-acceptability condition), this gives a contradic-tion.(: Suppose P is LG-terminating w.r.t. S. We need to design a levelmapping j:j, which is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S) \ BERecP[RecaPand such that P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S and j:j. The proof of this partis based on a similar proof in [14, Proof of Theorem 3.1].In order to de�ne j:j on Call(P a; S), consider the Call-Gr(P a; S)-graph.First, note that this graph is �nitely branching. To see this, supposethis is not so. Then, there is an atom in Call(P; S) \ BERecP which hasin�nitely many answers. This contradicts LG-termination of P w.r.t. S.Another crucial point in this part of the proof is that the strongly con-nected components of Call-Gr(P a; S) are necessarily all �nite. To seethis, suppose this is not the case. Then there is an in�nitely long path p,starting from an element in S, through elements of this in�nite stronglyconnected component. Note that this in�nitely long path p contains onlyatoms from BEP (since atoms from BERecaP don't depend on any otheratom). By Proposition A.1, this means that there exists a derivation forthat element in S, such that an in�nite number of di�erent atoms fromCall(P a; S) \BEP = Call(P; S) are selected. Obviously, this contradictsLG-termination. 35



So, all strongly connected components of Call-Gr(P a; S) are �nite. De-�ne Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced as the graph obtained from Call-Gr(P a; S)by replacing any strongly connected component by a single contractingnode and replacing any arc from Call-Gr(P a; S) pointing to (resp. from)any node in that strongly connected component by an arc to (resp. from)that contracting node. Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced does not have any (non-trivial) strongly connected components. Moreover, any strongly con-nected component from Call-Gr(P a; S) that was collapsed into a con-tracting node of Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced necessarily consists of only a�nite number of nodes.Note now that each path in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced which is not cyclic(note that there are only trivial cycles in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced) is�nite. This also follows from Proposition A.1.So, we can consider the layers of Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced, and there areonly a �nite number of layers. We de�ne j:j as follows. Let layer-0 bethe set of leaves in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced. We assign to these nodesa number within IN such that no in�nite set of atoms from this layer isassigned the same number.Then, we move up to the next layer in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced. Thislayer, layer-1, consists of all nodes Node such that max(flength(p) j pis a path starting from Node in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reducedg) = 1. To anyelement of layer-1, we assign a natural number n, such that n is largerthan all the natural numbers assigned to descendants of the element (notethat the graph is �nitely branching).We continue this process layer by layer. The value of the level map-ping j:j on elements of Call(P a; S) is de�ned as follows: all calls in thesame strongly connected components of Call(P a; S) receive the numberassigned to their representative in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced.We prove that P is LG-acceptable w.r.t. S and this level mapping j:j.� j:j is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S) \BERecP[RecaP .We even have that j:j is �nitely partitioning on Call(P a; S). This isbecause each strongly connected component of Call(P a; S) is �niteand because of the construction of j:j (there are only a �nite numberof layers in Call-Gr(P a; S)=reduced and no in�nite set of nodes inthe same layer is assigned the same natural number).� Let A be an atom such that ~A 2 Call(P; S), let H  B1; : : : ; Bn bea clause in P a, such that mgu(A;H) = � exists, let Bi be such thatRel(Bi) ' Rel(A) or Rel(Bi) 2 RecaP , let �i�1 be an LD-computedanswer substitution for  (B1; : : : ; Bi�1)�, then we have to provethat jAj � jBi��i�1j. This follows immediately because there is adirected arc from A to Bi��i�1 in Call-Gr(P a; S) and because ofthe construction of j:j. 2
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